








　Foreign spouses who live in the Japanese community believe that it would take 
their whole life for them to master Japanese language. Even after they've learned to 
speak Japanese to some extent, they sometimes suﬀer disadvantages, because their 
Japanese has some errors, or they don't know Japanese cultural rules. But people 
around them, including their family members, wouldn't correct their mistakes as 
long as they can communicate with each other. So we've invented a new learning 
method in which Japanese learners can improve their Japanese skills with Japanese 
native speakers around them. They are supposed to be given chances to notice their 
errors in their Japanese. Even if they don't ﬁnd their misusages at that time, they 
can still find evaluate their Japanese abilities by their own, by having Japanese 
people around them ﬁlling out a questionnaire for them. Here's the report of the 
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